
ESSENTIALS : DAY 4

VOCABULARY
CRITIQUE
AND GOALS
 



DONOW :

REVIEW :

Define  LADDER  and  COVERAGE
List the Sections of a Yearbook

WRITE IT DOWN AND BE READY TO SHARE !



JUDGING CRITERIA

REFERENCE:
Refers to all of the information

that make the book reader-

friendly and historically

accurate
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JUDGING CRITERIA

VERBAL:
Good reporting, substantive

quotes, and correct style

and mechanics must be

used
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JUDGING CRITERIA

VISUAL:
Design and photography must go

hand-in-hand to present a visually

attractive story of the year.

Continuity must be present so that

the individual pictures and copy

blocks can be viewed and read

without distraction.
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THIS WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND

WORDS USED IN THE CRITIQUE !

VOCABULARY
TAKE NOTES!

 



THEME

A central concept or idea around

which the coverage and design

of the yearbook are built upon to

create a cohesive (unified) look. 



TITLE PAGE

The first page of a

book, bearing the

book title, year of

publication, school

name, and school

location



END SHEETS

Thick paper that is

attached to both the

inside of the cover and

the printed pages of

the yearbook
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SPINE

Part of the cover

that contains

the volume and

title of the book

It holds the front

and back

together



VOLUME

A series of books. How many

volumes of our yearbook have

been published?



The first

page

after the 

title page

introducing

the theme

OPENING



CLOSING

Final pages of

the yearbook

where the

theme is

concluded



A spread

used to

separate

each

section 

DIVIDER



FOLIOPage numbering

icon that appears on

the outside portion

of pages, usually at

the bottom



GUTTER The space between 

two facing pages



BLEED

Any element that

extends off the page  Where it's cut

extend design to here
if you're using a bleed

Safe Zone



COPY

All text on the spread,

including headlines,

captions, and 

body copy =

(main/feature story)



CREDITS

Byline: a line naming the writer,

photographers, and designers

who worked on the spread



INDEX

A list of names

and organizations

and what pages

to find them on



COLOPHON

Statement recording the

names of the staff, printer,

book specifications, size of

the edition, and other

information about the

production of the yearbook



LEAD

First sentence of a story that draws the reader in



TRANSITIONS

Bridges between quotes in a

story, usually providing an

alternative opinion



JOURNALISTIC FORMAT

4 paragraph template for story: 

LEAD

QUOTE

TRANSITION

QUOTE



CLICHÉS

A phrase or opinion that is

overused and shows a

lack of original thought



MODULAR

Dividing your

spread into

boxes using a

grid method.

Fiilling each box

with content

and secondary

coverage.



EMPHASIS

Method used to

attract attention

in the design



VISUAL MONOTONY
A lack of change that makes something boring



WHITE SPACE

It is the portion of a page left unmarked

White space is good space

Allows your design to "breathe"



MARGINS

Internal: white space between all of the elements on a spread



MARGINS

External: white space around the outside of the spread



CROP

Removal of unwanted outer areas from a photograph

BEFORE AFTER



EYELINE

A way to link a

spread through a

horizontal line

which runs across

two facing pages



OVERPRINT

One color printed over another,

such as black type printed over a light block.
 

REVERSE:
White or light-color type on a black or dark background.



CRITIQUE

Excellent Average Needs Work Missing

SCORE OUR PREVIOUS BOOK USING
THE CRITIQUE GUIDELINES WORKSHEET

THEN MAKE SOME GOALS
BASED ON YOUR FEEDBACK




